Research reveals the failures of management

**PSYCHOLOGY**

Monash University researchers have uncovered hundreds of examples of incorrect assumptions made by managers and supervisors that are seriously impairing management and supervision in workplaces.

"Since 1996, Dr Moss has been reviewing research findings in the fields of social psychology, management and marketing and has found more than 350 'counterclockwise findings' that contradict the prevailing practices, beliefs and assumptions of individuals in the workplace. "For example, it is apparent that praising employees can, in certain circumstances, actually reduce the likelihood they will work cooperatively with their peers," Dr Moss said.

"This is because individuals often doubt their contribution to the workplace and engage in cooperation and other beneficial behaviors to compensate for this uncertainty. When they receive praise, however, these doubts vanish and their urge to cooperate dissipates."

Dr Moss said the incorrect assumptions and beliefs made by managers could often be overcome by retraining: "Working with management training company Zenith, we retrained about 100 people. We taught them skills and practices based on correct assumptions and intuitions, and this will hopefully make them aware of their misconceptions and improve their performance as managers," he said.

Through his research review, Dr Moss also found, contrary to popular belief, that:

- employees are less likely to follow safety regulations if many managers use to guide their decisions
- employees are less likely to express prejudiced views in the future.
- middle managers are more likely to assume their CEO is effective and competent if he/she does not earn an exorbitant salary;
- employees who receive awards for motivational purposes are more likely to continue exhibiting the behavior;
- employees are less likely to cooperate dissipates.
- subordinates are less likely to work cooperatively with their peers, and will compensate for this uncertainty by cooperating individually.
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US rewards Monash kidney research

Monash University scientists have won a multimillion-dollar US grant for research into kidney disease. The $4.42 million grant, which will be used to develop new therapies and treatments for kidney failure, was awarded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in the US.

The grant recognises the significance of research conducted by the Renal Regeneration Consortium (RRC), a group of researchers from Monash and the University of Queensland. The RRC was the only all-Australian group successful in the NIH request for applications.

The group proposed a project that included expression profiling and characterisation of renal cells, with the aim of better understanding how to treat the disease and, in the long-term, developing new therapies.

Professor John Bertron, head of Monash's Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, will co-lead the group of Australian researchers in stem cells and renal development with Associate Professor Melissa Little from the University of Queensland.

Vale Professor Richard Snape

Emeritus Professor Richard Snape, well known at Monash University throughout an academic career that spanned three decades, passed away last month after a long illness. Professor Snape was recognised as a leading expert on international economics and for his role in building the Economics department at Monash. He joined the university in 1962 and was appointed professor of economics on his appointment to the academic position he held until December 1999.

Vale

Dr Henry Krongold

Monash University has paid tribute to its benefactor, Dr Henry Krongold CBE, AM, who passed away on 14 October.

Dr Krongold's involvement with Monash began in 1971, when he and his wife Dinah donated $100,000 to establish the Dinah and Henry Krongold Centre for Exceptional Children. The Krongold Centre celebrated its 25th anniversary in September.

Vice-chancellor Professor Peter Dawkins expressed condolences to the family of Dr Krongold, whose idealism, imagination and generosity over three decades has enabled the university to operate and sustain many significant programs.

Cluster to boost biomedicine

A research cluster has been formed at Monash University to accommodate the growth in biomedical research and development in Australia.

The Monash Research Cluster for Biomedicine (MiRBi), based at the Clayton campus, includes facilities and researchers from Monash's School of Biomedical Sciences. It has Victoria's only widely accessible fluorescence lifetime imaging microscope (FLIM), as well as a range of research and medical imaging facilities, a structural biology facility, advanced DNA-sequencing capabilities, supercomputing and a transgenic and knockout mouse facility.

The cluster's formation was assisted by a $2 million Science, Technology and Innovation Infrastructure grant from the Victorian Government.

$2 million centre for drug evaluation

A centre that will assess the safety, efficacy and economic viability of new and existing drugs will be established at Monash University.

The Alfred/Monash Centre for Therapeutics and Clinical Research was announced last month as one of nine national Centres of Clinical Research Excellence and awarded $2 million by the Federal Government.

Funding for the centre, to be based at the Alfred Hospital, will extend over five years.

Associate Professor Henry Krum from Monash's Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine will direct the centre.

Dr Krum said the centre would assess new and existing drugs and focus particularly, but not exclusively, on drugs for cardiovascular disease.

Retailers' confidence bounces back: survey

Australian retailers are considerably more confident about the retail environment and their own trading performance this time last year, according to survey results released by PricewaterhouseCoopers and Monash University's Australian Centre for Retail Studies.

The Retail Meter 2002 found that 40 per cent of retailers rated the retail environment for the year to March 2002 as either 'good' or 'very good'. This was in stark contrast to last year's findings when only 12 per cent of retailers rated themselves as 'good' or 'very good'.

As well, only 23 per cent of retailers reported the retail environment over the next year to be 'difficult' or 'very difficult', compared to 48 per cent who reported this in 2001.

Professor Steve Worthington of the Australian Centre for Retail Studies said a stronger economy due to low interest rates, good economic growth, a booming housing sector and strong levels of consumer confidence were fuelling retailers' confidence.

"Retailers were more chewed up last year, concerned about the impact of the GST on consumer confidence," he said.

The survey results also showed a significant boost in the St Kilda retail sector, with 22 per cent of retailers reporting a year-on-year improvement over last year.

Eighty-one senior retail executives, including chief executive officers, managing directors and other decision-makers, took part in the study.

"The Retail Meter 2002, now in its sixth year, is the most comprehensive annual survey of the retail industry in Australia."

-- Fiona Perry

Life's work rewarded: Emeritus Professor Alan Powell has been awarded an honorary doctorate in economics after a long and distinguished career at Monash.

Professor Powell is a Member of the Order of Australia, a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia and a Fellow of the (International) Econometric Society.

In 1998, he received the Distinguished Fellowship Award of the Economic Society of Australia. In 1995, the Centre for Global Trade Analysis at the Purdue University, in the US, established the Alan A. Powell Award, which is presented each year in recognition of outstanding service to the GTAP Advisory Board.

Professor Powell officially retired in 2000 but continues to research and teach in the Department of Economics and Business Statistics in the Centre of Policy Studies at Monash.

"Professor Powell was recognised at Monash for his contribution to the growth in biomedical research and development in Australia."

-- Fiona Perry

Conference on Whitlam election

Monash University's National Key Centre for Australian Studies and the Parliamentary Studies Unit will host a two-day conference in December to mark the 30th anniversary of the election of the Whitlam government.

The conference, Thirty Years Later: The Whitlam Government of Malcolm Fraser, will feature The Hon. Gough Whitlam AC QC, as the keynote speaker and is being held at Old Parliament House, Canberra, on 2 and 3 December.

Speakers will include The Hon. Dr Carmen Lawrence MP, The Hon. Edwina Haydon AC QC, Dr Catherine Callow and Professor George Williams, Conferences director Dr Colleen Lewis and Dr Jenny Hocking said the program would not focus on the Whitlam government's dismissal, but rather its impact on Australia's political landscape.

Contact

sara.cousins@arts.monash.edu.au

Ph: +61 3 9905 5485

Top economist honoured
**Shining light on cells**

**MEDICAL RESEARCH**

Monash University researchers have described a powerful new technique that revolutionizes the way cells are analyzed chemically and are using the technique to discover cancerous tissue and identify micro-organisms. The spectroscopic method, which has been published in the *Journal of Physiolgy*, uses infra-red light to measure levels of proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates and fats in single cells by analysing the vibrations of these molecules under infra-red wavelengths.

The research on algae has been done at the university's Centre for Bioprospection and involves Dr Don McNab, Dr Roger Wood from the School of Chemistry, Dr John Beadnell and Dr Philip Heraud from the School of Biomedical Sciences, and Dr Mario Giordano, now at the University of Melbourne.

The centre was also at the forefront of research showing that infra-red spectroscopy can diagnose diseases such as cancer at an early stage, before microscopic changes are visible, Dr Heraud said.

In experiments conducted at the City University of New York, Dr Earwood has used the technique to reveal cervical tumors and to identify tissue that will become malignant.

"Dr Wood has used spectral data to identify cervical cells that are classified as CIN (Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia) level 1 - these cells can become ominous," Dr Heraud said. "We imagine that these cells' abnormal vibrations can be detected in a non-invasive manner using an advanced probe. The spectroscopic method is superior to conventional methods because it is rapid, insensitive, non-destructive and can be achieved even on single cells."

Apart from infra-red spectroscopy being a powerful method for analysing human cells, it has applications in a range of areas, from medicine to marine biology, and has been used to identify micro-organisms. Different species vary in the chemical composition of their cells, and because the technique allows scientists to determine the levels of proteins, fats and other macromolecules within cells, they can use the information for species identification.

"Rapid species identification is an important tool of environmental monitoring. "For example, if there is a blue-green algae outbreak, scientists can quickly identify which species is causing the outbreak and issue warnings to nearby farmers and residents regarding the toxicity of the algae," Dr Heraud said.

"The spectroscopic technique could also be useful in finding micro-organisms that are an important source of dietary supplements. For example, it could be used to identify organisms that produce high levels of omega-3 fatty acids, which have important health benefits."

**CONTACT**

Dr Philip Heraud
Ect-monash.edu.au
Ph: +61 3 9905 5771

**ONLINE BANKING**

Monash University researchers are investigating the benefits and disadvantages of online banking.

"Those using the online service suggested that they preferred all transactions via the internet if possible, indicating the service saved time compared with bank branches," Dr Williamson said.

But according to Dr Williamson, many were concerned about the long-term implications of relying solely on online banking.

**CONTACT**

Kirsty.williamson@infotech.monash.edu.au
Ph: +61 3 9905 1083
Improving the flow of communication

INTERNET

Monash University researchers have written a program to implement a new internet protocol that will improve the performance of mobile internet communications.

The program, written by the Monash-based team of the Australian Telecommunications Cooperative Research Centre, implements the Hierarchical Mobile Internet Protocol version 6 (HMIPv6).

The HMIPv6 specification was written by researchers at Ericsson Australia as part of an international effort to create standards upon which the next version of the internet will be built. Ericsson is in one of the world's largest suppliers of broadband multi-service networks.

Currently, the internet uses the Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4). However, this protocol is running out of IP addresses, which are needed by everyone device linked to the internet to send and receive information.

The IPv4 addresses are expected to be exhausted by 2005, and research and corporate groups around the world are designing IPv6 to replace IPv4. As well as providing billions more addresses, the new protocol is designed to increase the efficiency, reliability and security of the internet. The improvements will benefit more internet users as the internet is used for a broader range of communications, including entertainment, telephone calls and corporate communication.

However, the software developed by the Monash-based project is designed specifically for mobile communications via devices such as mobile phones, pagers, palm pilots or laptop computers. Research fellow Mr Greg Daley said current mobile internet protocols were quite slow when information moved from one access point such as a radio tower, to another.

The Monash enhancements to the protocol reduce signal delay and the number of times people are disconnected from the internet.

Ms Sonja Ahrens, business manager for the Centre for Telecommunications Research at Monash, said that while few devices were now using IPv6, the next generation of internet devices, such as mobile phones that also feature video links or interactive games, would need the new protocol embedded within them.

Ms Ahrens hopes the Monash HMIPv6 code will be integrated into a mobile system being developed at the Helsinki University of Technology. The Helsinki and Monash teams are releasing the code under an Open Source licence, making it freely available to programmers around the world.

- George Rail-Allen

CONTACT
sonja.ahrens@eng.monash.edu.au
Ph: +61 3 9905 3282

Political governance focus for new professor

Politics

A new professor at Monash University is planning to strengthen the political governance stream within the university's politics teaching.

Professor Jim Walter, newly appointed professor of political science in the School of Political and Social Inquiry, said it was planned to focus on political leadership issues and the development of practical skills that aim to improve governance in Australian politics.

"In much the same way as Monash's Governance Research Unit looks at how businesses operate and how they can improve in terms of ethics and corporate behaviour, I am interested in these issues as they relate to governance in the political sphere," he said.

"At the moment, there is considerable excitement about government and distrust of politicians in general, so the electronic," he said. "We need transparent processes in Australian federal and state politics, and we need to look at how governance can be improved."

Before joining Monash, Professor Walter was pro vice-chancellor of arts at Griffith University.

He had published widely on Australian politics and political history, including an essay biography of Gough Whitlam, the first study of ministerial mindbenders and innovative work on intellectual history.

His latest book, published by the University of New South Wales Press, is titled "The Citizen's Bargain: A Documentary History of Australian Votes Since 1850.

CONTACT
james.walter@arts.monash.edu.au
Ph: +61 3 9905 4633

Re-creating the State in Indonesia

Asian Studies

Indonesia's political survival may depend on younger leaders reviving civic virtues from an earlier era, a visiting Indonesian academic told a Monash public lecture last week.

In his lecture, Misunderstanding the Politics of Change in Indonesia, Professor David E. Levin from the University of Washington in South Carolina, called for renewed emphasis on "what it takes to make a reasonably healthy, prosperous and accountable state."

Professor Levin was speaking at the inaugural Herb Feith lecture at the Asia South West Centre.

While Indonesia's parliamentary order of the 1950s had been largely erased from memory in Indonesia by the 1990s, the country's young leaders are reviving a more idealistic approach.

And it was barely known outside of the country, Professor Levin said it could hold the key to reform. "It is a period well worth a great deal more serious research, not least of all for the sake of example and the virtues of transparent governance," he said. "Those virtues are lacking now in Indonesia."

According to Professor Levin, corruption remained in Indonesia in the 1990s but "is now on the rise. On the positive side, the corruptions were often arrested, tried and sentenced."

He said the political system was successful because it was conceived as a working republic, based on a progressive constitution that reflected the purposes of a political elite oriented as much to the interests of society as to its own interests.

Enhancement Studies closed date

The Enhancement Studies Program gives high-achieving students the opportunity to study a first-year, university-level subject as part of Monash University, Clayton campus.

Applications for the 2003 Monash Enhancement Studies Program closed on Friday 1 November. Late applications will not be accepted subject to availability of places. Submissions are accepted by the Monash Scholarship Office on +61 3 9905 2057 or email philippa.young@adm.monash.edu.au.

Change of Preference

The Monash Change of Preference Guide has been sent to all Victorian secondary schools. Year 12 students who have made an application for a scholarship or other course and who have received the offers that best suit their abilities should change their preference.

For more information about Undergraduate scholarships, visit www.scholarships.monash.edu.au

Undergraduate scholarships

Students with Queensland Year 11 scores are invited to submit an application for an undergraduate scholarship in any subject area.

Monash News, November 2002

News

Monash University, Clayton campus.
New Regionalism: old wine in new bottles?

This month the new Institute for Regional Studies, based at Monash University's Gippsland campus, will host a major conference to critically evaluate the concept of new regionalism. Institute director Associate Professor Al Rainnie explains the concept and looks at the potential pitfalls of this new approach.

The Knowledge Economy

Prime Minister John Howard visits a grade 10 information technology class at Glenwood Secondary College.

"For less-successful regions, such as Gippsland, and for those in metropolitan Melbourne already excluded from the benefits of economic growth, the prospects are not wonderful."

In a couple of call centres - very welcome but hardly revolutionary.

Third, it is simply incorrect to suggest that unskilled work is on the decline. Evidence suggests that we are working harder rather than smarter. Most new jobs are low-paid, unskilled and flexible in the service sector. Rather than requiring knowledge workers, these jobs represent the new service class - those looking after the needs of the relatively few well-paid people who are characterised as being money-rich but time-poor.

Fourth, regional clusters have moved from consisting of highly localised and specific forms of development to the new 'bricks and mortar' model of regional development. Applicable in all cities and all regions, this model is supposed to provide answers for everyone, however, problems of replicability suggest that many initiatives are doomed to disappointment.

Fifth, it is far from certain that community organisations established within a new collaborative framework will be able to guide the process. The notion of the triple bottom line is doomed to disappointment. The challenge to NR, therefore, is to make an inextricable link between policies designed to develop the economy of a region and those designed to challenge social exclusion.

We need deeper involvement at the local level, and we also need longer-term strategic coordination and resources from the state and federal levels - a distinctly new regionalism.

Associate Professor Al Rainnie will deliver his talk, "New Regionalism in Australia: Limits and Possibilities at a Conference, The New Regionalism in Australia: A New Model of Work, Organisation and Regional Governance, to be held at Monash Gippsland campus from 25 to 26 November.

Contact

For more information, contact Associate Professor Rainnie via email at marlene.grabbelaar@buseco.monash.edu.au

Website

Visit the IRS website at www.gippsland.monash.edu.au/irs
The Making of Revolutionary Paris
By David Garrioch
Published by University of California Press

The rights, sounds and smells of life in 18th-century Paris are evoked in this comprehensive chronicle of a people moving from an almost feudal society into the 19th century and reveals the city's political role in shaping the French Revolution. It also provides the reader with vivid portraits of individual lives, accounts of social trends and anecdotes of significant events. The author focuses his narrative on issues that stirred controversy in Paris at the time, such as traffic congestion, house numbering and the ever-present dilemma of where to bury the dead.

Blending art and science: Dr Margaret Bearman's first novel portrays the life of a psychologically and emotionally damaged young Melbourne woman.

While she draws on inspiration from her own life for her work, Dr Bearman is quick to point out that personal experience only provides the foundation for her fiction. "I know what depression and anxiety feel like, but I used that as a basis for invention rather than draw the details from my own life."

Changing Prospects for Trade Unions: Comparisons Between Six Countries
Edited by Peter Farlievitch and Gerard Griffin
Published by Continuum
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Supporting Student Teaching: Case Studies, Experience and Practice from Higher Education
Edited by Glenda Crising & Graham Webb
Published by Kogan Page

As higher education enters to be more inclusive and to successfully retain students, the challenge facing those teaching and supporting students is becoming more acute. Issues such as relating to students, developing students' academic skills and working with staff and the institution are raised in this new book.
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Changing Prospects for Trade Union...
Installation keeps art fresh

SHOW NOTES
Fine Arts department at Monash contact Mr Tony Trembath on +61 3 9903 2279
A 1930s delicatessen has been The deli windows are now filled brought back to life after more than with sausages, bacon, cheeses and 30 years of disuse, as part of an canned goods painted white with red innovative art installation by second­ polka dots, adding a touch of humour year sculpture students from the to the artwork.

Classic jazz
ages musical makes its mark
A fast-paced musical set in America's jazz era delighted audiences at the Alexander Theatre at Monash University's Clayton campus last month.
My One and Only, a Cytwinski classic brought to Monash by the CLOC musical theatre company, follows the antics of aviator Captain Bill 'Buck' Chandler as he attempts to fly from New York to Paris in 1937 while wooing champion swimmer Edythe Herbert.
According to CLOC president Mr Grant Alley, the Monash production, which was accompanied by a full orchestra and two grand pianos, involved more than 200 volunteers including the cast and crew.
"The Monash run of My One and Only was bigger than life and included tap dancing routines involving more than 30 dancers on stage at the one time, contrary to what we often thought about performing from the beginning," he said.
Well-known songs included in the musical were 'Strike Up the Band', 'Funny Face' and 'Kicking the Clouds Away'.
The performance was the second show produced by the CLOC musical theatre company this year, following a three-week run of The Mikado in March.
In 2003, the company plans to produce two musicals at Monash – Gigi and Pippin. For more information, contact CLOC musical theatre on +61 3 9922 2877 or visit www.cloc.org.au.

Asian tour for Monash musicians
Top student musicians from Monash's School of Music – Conservatorium will be performing at various venues in Asia this month.
Frail of the School of Music – Conservatorium Mr Peter Handsworth said past tours to Asia by student musicians had been met with enthusiasm and delight, and the students were looking forward to the tour.
Seven performances were scheduled to perform a selection of pieces from their wide repertoire at a Monash graduation ceremony in Hong Kong, the Melbourne Cup Ball Concert in Korea and a concert for the Australian Consulate General in Hong Kong. Mr Handsworth said the group would also perform at university alumni group events and musical associations.

Melbourne Symphony returns to Monash
The Melbourne Symphony returns to Monash University's Clayton campus this month for the fourth and final perfor­ mance of its 2002 Monash Series.
Led by conductor Mr Mark Wigglesworth, the symphony will present a violin concerto by Ber­ nstein and Brahms' Symphony No. 2.
The concert will be held at the Sir Frederick Hocken Concert Hall on 29 November at 8 pm.
For prices and bookings, contact Ticketsm@rt on 1300 136 166.

Final-year students go out on their own
Honours students from Monash University's Department of Fine Arts have come together in a new exhibition highlighting the variety of work from their final year.
Titled Dining Alone, the exhibition showcases up to 20 works and includes paintings, sculptures, performance pieces and multimedia installations.
Dining Alone is on show at gallery February–May at Melbourne's Flinders Lane until 23 November.
For more information and exhibition times, contact the gallery on +61 3 9662 9966 or visit www.fortyfivedownstairs.com.

Exhibition provides cultural perspectives
An exhibition of work by visual arts students from the Monash University's Caulfield campus ran recently at the Counihan Gallery in Brunswick, presented a unique look at modern culture.
The exhibition, titled Yoghurt, included both individual and collaborative works created by final-year students that explored both the serious and irreverent aspects of everyday life.
According to exhibition curator Mr Dan Jackson, whose work also appeared in the show, Yoghurt was designed as a forum for artists to express their thoughts on Australia's dominant culture and subcultures.

Jewellers on show in Europe
Artwork by two staff from Monash University's Caulfield campus was included in an exhibition at one of Europe's leading galleries of contemporary jewellery last month.
Visitors to the Galerie Sjauw in Austria saw more than 40 pieces of work created by Ms Manako Moto, a maternal lecturer, and Mr Martin Hosking, coordinator of the metals and jewellery media in the Faculty of Art and Design.
Works on show included necklaces incorporating pieces of bark from an Australian native tree that were then cast in silver and gold pendants.

Korean ceramics find inspiration in nature
An exhibition of wood­fired ceramic works by leading Korean artist studying at Monash was displayed at the university's Gippsland campus last month.
The exhibition displayed 25 ceramic works including bowls, plates and other vessels by Mr Kwi-Rak Choung, who is currently undertaking a Master of Arts (Visual Arts).
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Monash University has paid tribute to two students killed during a horrific shooting incident at the Clayton campus last month.

Mr William Wu and Mr Steven Chan, both aged 26, were remembered at a Ceremony of Reflection and Respect in the Robert Blackwood Concert Hall at Clayton campus.

More than 2000 staff and students attended the ecumenical ceremony, in memory of the two students and to offer support and comfort to one another.

Mr Wu and Mr Chan were bright and conscientious students whose talents had been acknowledged by their admission to the department’s honours program.

“William and Steven were enthusiastic students who made a fantastic contribution to this department,” he said.

“The deaths of these students have left us shocked and saddened, and they will be greatly missed. Our deepest sympathies go out to their families and friends.”

Four students and lecturer Lee Gordon Brown were also injured during the incident and were taken to hospitals immediately afterwards. All are recovering well.

In memory: Staff and students left flowers, cards and candles in the Menzies building in memory of the tragedy.

Monash University vice-chancellor Professor Peter Dawrell (above) – “From adversity comes strength and inspiration. We all walk a little taller because of the great presence of mind, even heroism, of some of our colleagues. The events have touched us all. We will use these tragic events to bring us closer together, to value and care for each other.”

Monash Student Association president Ms Rebecca Tomilson – “I have always felt that the campus community was strong. But the support everyone has shown for each other has tripled that strength.”

Head of the Department of Econometrics and Business Statistics, Professor Keith McLaren – “William (Wu) came into my office tall, quiet, courteous. He was a real gentleman. Steven (Chan) has been in Australia since age 10. He was really an Aussie – an extrovert, even irreverent. How can I sum up Steven? He was a great bloke.”

Deputy head of the Department of Econometrics and Business Statistics, Professor Brett Elsby – “William (Wu) and Steven (Chan) were both bright young men who had so much potential and so much to offer those close to them and the wider community. How tragic that this has been cut so short.”